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The article on agriculture and conNew York, Nov. 4. The eastern
Incorporation papers were filed toservation iu the constitution was un- day in the office of Territorial Secre- states and the Atlantic coast today
der consideration this forenoon in the tary Nathan Jaffa
a storm of great
by the Aztec Irriga- are being swept by
The report of the com- tion
convention.
It came booming up the
of Colorado, with head- Intensity.
Company
mittee favored the creation of a com- quarters at
with it a
Aztec, San Juan county. coast last night bringing
missioner of agriculture at $2,000 a The
and rain and left
of
fall
6now
heavy
is
divided
capitalization
$300,000,
year, but the convention for the sake into 500,000 shares. Of this $100,000 a broad trail of prostrated wires along
of economy not only rejected the prop- has been issued. The
In the mountain disseaboard.
incorporators the of
osition to create a commissioner of and directors are Arthur
twelve inches of
trict
Pennsylvania,
Ponsforl,
agriculture but also the recommen- Giles F. Roosevelt and W. Goff Black. snow fell, drifting badly in some
of labor. The
dation for a commissioner
company will operate in San Juan places and badly tying up railroad and
However, the new state will have a de- county and W. Goff Black, of Aztec, trolley service. Harrisburg, Lancaster,
partment of agriculture which is to is named the statutory agent.
York, Williamsport, Bethlehem, Allen-tew- n
be under the control of the College of
and other points west of PhilaNotary Public Appointed.
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts. The
Governor Mills today appointed Isa- delphia are cut off from wire communmatter of powers, duties and appro- bel Henry, of East Las
snow ofj the winter
Vegas, a notary ication. The first
The storm
fell throughout Maryland
priation of lands and funds is left to public.
.
future legislatures.
apparently is reaching ts height In
Territorial
Funds.
It was almost 11 a. m. when PresiTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero me vicinity oi Diuumuij:. ou gcuc
dent Spiess called the convention to to 'ay received the following: From was the wire prostration that comorder. Rev. Julius Hartman pronounc- Game Warden Thomas P. Gable munication between New York and
of Bosed the invocation. The reading of the $250.50; Jose E.
Torres, treasurer of Chicago was obtained by way
journal was dispensed with.
So orro county, $1,118.98; J. D. Mar- ton, thence west. Five ocean liners
A large number of petitions from tinez, treasurer
of Taos
county, due this morning were not reported,
provarious counties for state-wid- e
$273.18; from Pullman car Company, ainJ evidently detained by high gales
hibition were presented. E. S. Stover special tax for first half of 1910,
and mountainous seas.
in presenting such a petition signed
Inches of Snow.
Twenty-Onsaid he
e
by women of Albuquerque,
Indian Poachers.
Shamokin, Pa., Nov. 4. Twenty-onand
knew most of them personally
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable re- inches of snow fell during the storm
there is no class more deeply inter ceived a telegram last evening that a in this section last night. The snow
ested in favor of prohibition than the special deputy game warden has ar is still falling. The collieries region
wives and mothers.
rested two Laguna Pueblo Indians who was compelled to shut down.
On motion of A. B. Fall, the conven- had 45 deer hides In their possession.
Two Steames Disabled.
tion went into committee of the whole He telephoned to the Santa Fe depot to
New York, Nov. 4. Two steamers,
rethe
and took up for consideration
hold the outgoing train for him and one American and the other a French
port of the committee on agriculture hurried post haste for the scene of ac- steamer for Honduras from New Or
and conservation. N. Segura was tion. Game Warden Gable has been leans anchored outside in a disabled
called to the chair and made a very making an energetic campaign to stop condition. The American steamer has
resatisfactory presiding officer. The
the slaughter of game in New Mexico asked for a tow into the harbor.
indicated
as
under
discussion,
port
by the Indians, who are flagrant vioarStorm Breaks Up Aviation Meet.
the
and
above, was badly slashed
lators of the game laws.
Va., Nov. 4. The storm
Norfolk,
ticle as adopted reads:
effectually ended the aviaGame Laws.
last
night
Violating
of
AgriA
1.
department
Section
Journal: tion meeting here by wrecking most
Says the Albuquerque
culture shall be created by the legistne
with
game
laws, of the machines on the local field. The
violating
Charged
of
the
lature, to be under the control
storm overturned the canvas tent and
Blanca
Casa
a
G.
U.
Indian,
Paisano,
Mechanic
the ruins.
College of Agriculture and
is languishing in the city jail, having buried the aeroplanes under
Arts; and the legislature shall appro- been arrested at Cubero yesterday at1 The flyer in which Curtiss matte nis
said
departYork was
priate for the use of the
Enumerator James flight from Albany to New
ment such public land and such ternoon by Census
damaged.
badly
warden.
It
ex- K. Platero, a deputy game
moneys as may be necessary for
demonstrat- is alleged that TJaisano and his brothBROTHER-IN-LAperimental farming and
uner, Albert, slaughtered deer In the Mo- - DEATH OF
OF DELEGATE
ing for" the benefit of agriculture, as gollon mountains, killing many more
der such conditions and regulations
than the number allowed two men by
the legislature shall prescribe,
fine deer John S. Hamilton, a Relative of Col.
son 9 The nolice power of the law. A bale of forty-twVenceslao Jaramillo Dies
in
the
are
stored
hides
jail here, bestate shall extend to such control of
at Denver.
to
in
Platero,
be neces- ing found, according
private forest lands as shall
time
he
at
the
Paisano's
possession
and
suppres
sary for the prevention
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo of EI
was arrested.
si on of forest fires.
Rio Arriba county, today receivRito,
Sec. 3. In valuing and assessing
Paisano, who is well known in Al- ed the sad tidings of the death of his
of
valuaCarlisle
a
is
graduate
buquerque,
at
brother-in-laland for taxation, no additional
John S. Hamilton
tion or assessment shall be made for Indian school, at Carlisle, Pa., and Denver, Colo. Mr. Hamilton was born
shade or ornamental trees growing speaks excellent English. Last night at Belleview, Ohio, 33 years ago. For
or
brother Albert several years he was a partner of
thereon, nor on account of fruit un- he said that he and his twenty-four
Inwere with a band of
Colonel Jaramillo in the El Rito Mernut bearing trees or vines thereon
on
the
in
which
a
hunt
dians
Mogollons.
at
they
the
cantile Company at El Rito and marreach
age
til they
Although the band killed a number ried the Colonel's sister. He traveled
respectively become productive.
F. S. Brown offered the amendments of deer, the Paisanos were sent on for the Northwestern Milling Com
which rejected the recommendation of ahead to Casa Blanca with the hides pany, was an Elk and a Mason and
The
the committee for the creation of com- and meat, traveling on horseback. had many friends in this section.
missioners of agriculture and labor. The rest of the hunters traveled remains have been taken to Belleview,
the
out slowly behind on
foot
Every- Ohio, for interment. Besides
Paragraph 3 was also stricken
Wink
Mrs.
two
5
sisters
4
survive,
and
in
went
wife,
Sections
good
and
shape
along
thing
upon his motion
collided with ler of Ann Arbor, Michigan, and Mrs.
until the Paisanos
amended.
Cubero
yesterday. Atwood of Cleveland, Ohio.
A motion of A. A. Sedillo to strike Platero near
G.
Paisano
and
statement
U.
arrested
the
Platero
out Section 4, brought
from A B. Fall that the legislature attempted to arrest his younger
j
T
does not have the police power and, brother Albert. Albert, however, made ROOSEVELT
grant-his
be
According to Platero,
specifically
should
that this
ed so that those cutting timber on ter- the younger lad took with him a numritorial lands can be compelled to ber of deer skins and a quantity of
CONFIDENT
clean away the brush, which in times meat.
give
may
season
has
Since the wild game
of drouth like the present
been open, Casa Blanca has almost
rise to serious conflagrations.
as to been depopulated of men, nearly all He Seems Just Least Bit
Upon inquiry of T. J. Mabry
taxation of improved lands, J. M. Cun- of whom have gone to the Mogollons,
Shaky About Outcome on
ningham replied that the committee about one hundred and fifty miles
Next Tuesday
on taxation had recommended that the south, to hunt deer and other wild
mere plowing of land on dry farms game. The Paisano party is the first
shall not be considered an improve- one to return. Paisano last night was
ment for purposes of taxation.
optimistic over his arrest and said he APPOMATTOX AFTER BULL RUN
tim- could
of
use
free
that
of
the
show the authorities
The question
ber on state lands for domestic and neither he nor any of his party had
commercial purposes caused a lively killed more game than is allowed by Doughty Rough Rider
,
debate precipitated by H. B. Fergus-son- law.
sident Invades Iowa and
to
peramendment
an
who offered
Postoffice Matters.
Makes Rousing Speech.
mit settlers to use dead and fallen
Conrad N. Hilton has been appointtimber for domestic purposes, a right ed postmaster for San Antonio, SoDavenport, Iowa, Nov. 4. A crowd
which he claimed, is an immemorial corro county, to succeed E. A. Hilton,
of
several thousand people listened to
one of settlers adjacent to public resigned. Pearl Baldwin has been
Colonel
Roosevelt here today when he
lands.
Sierra
at
Engle,
appointed postmaster
Jose D. Sena called attention to the county, to succeed A. H. Baldwin, re made his first speech in Iowa for
candidate
Charles Grilk, Republican
fact that the adoption of the Fergus-so- signed.
"We are in this fight
for Congress.
amendment would prevent set"We
to the finish," said Roosevelt.
tlers from selling such timber. He BULL SAW SNAKES
dou't care whether there are temporsaid that many poor peopie make
AND THEN HE DIED.
ary checks. I don't think we will be
their livelihood from the sale of wood
defeated this year, but if we are, we
of
would
thus be deprived
and they
Lying under the Stanton street will fight until Appomattox succeeds
their means of support just as some bridge at El Paso, the dead body of W. Bull run. If we are beaten this time
in this country were lately deprived of H. Bull, a carpenter, was found by R. we will win next time." At the close
it by the Pecos forest boundaries be- A. Johnson, a United States immigra- of the address the Colonel left for
ing extended three miles, the federal tion inspector residing at 1006 Boule- Des Moines.
government only permitting the use of vard. The man was seen by other imwood from the forest for domestic but migration inspectors Wednesday night
WILLIAM J. BRYAN AS
not for other purposes.
and complained of seeing snakes. He
FARMER AND NIMROD.
Charles A. Spless said that the last later disappeared.
speaker is absolutely correct, the
State Game Warden of Texas Has Isamendment offered inBtead of a grant HORSE STEPPED ON
sued a License to Him to Shoot
SCHOOL TEACHERS' HEAD.
being a limitation upon the people.
., Ducks.
The disposition of the timber is at
from
while
Ed Haggard,
returning
present under regulations of the land
Austin, Texas, Nov. 4. The state
commissioner who permits settlers to Alamo, to Mayhill, Otero county, lost game warden has issued a license to
take the dead and fallen timber from his way and laid out all night. While hunt in Texas to William J. Bryan
on who will arrive on his farm near Misthe territorial lands for whatever use he was asleep his horse stepped Hax-by,
so that Dr.
head
him
and
cut
these
his
of
that
and
to
make
it
sion in the lower Rio Grande valley
wish
they
had to take three on November 22. Mr. Bryan will
of
under
Cloudcroft,
be
continued
would
regulations
stitches In it Mr. Haggard is a teach- spend several weeks there, cultivating
the state government.
had the land and shooting ducks. He has
H. B. Fergusson disclaimed any In- er at Lower Penasco school and
been to Alamo to be examined for for- just finished, building a house on the
farm.
est ranger service.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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ABOLISHED! LABOR RIOTS IK

BARCELONA

Three
Workers Are
Wounded as They Leave
Factory at Sabadell.

Constitution Makers of Neigh
boring Territory Seems to
Have it in for Courts.

j

Non-Unio- n

London, Nov. i. A rumor from
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 4. The long ex
Paris
that King Alpuonse of Spain
on
the initiative and
pected debate
lias been assassinated was circulated
referendum in the constitutional con- - on the stock
exchange today, but It is
vention began today. Before the considered on par with the stories of
noon recess, three minority reports ji. revolution in Spain that originated
and two amendments to the report of recently in the same quarter with
ihe legislative committee were defeat-- ' the purpose of influencing the mar-cwhile the committee of the whole kct The story is discredited,
had under consideration the substitute
Workers Fired On.
offered by Representative Baker of
Barcelona, Nov. 4. Union strikers
Phoeuix, former chief justice of the (were fired on by
workers
the latter were leaving a factory
supreme court. The proposed elimi-ia- s
i ent evening and wounded tnree. The
nation of three counties from the
ability of direct legislation was peioral strike at Sabadell has assumed a dangerous character. At a
defeated.
Foes of the Courts.
meeting of strikers at which inflam
Declaring that Arizona's constitu matory speeches were made, It was
tional convention is the first assem-- ! v ued to march on Barcelona tomor- blage which has the power to carry row. Anarchistic literature
urging
out the pledge In the national Demo-- j a revolution
is being
circulated
cratic platform restricting the use of throughout Barcelona province. Many
the injunction, M. G. Cunniff, of Yava-- arrests have been made.
pal county made a sensational speech Butcher Weyler Will Prevent Parade.
in the convention today in which he
Madrid, Nov. 4. The government
irraigncd the courts for "usurpation announced today that it will prevent
of power never given them," in with at all hazards the monster labor demholding from persons rights guaran- onstration arranged for tomorrow at
teed by the federal constitution.
Barcelona to which the strikers of
The speech was a defense of the Saball have declared
they will march.
proposition introduced by him and General Weyler's big force will be rewhich was adversely reported by the inforced
by jS.Ofift troops.
It was a fea
judiciary committee.
ture of the debate in which the Dem
OIL STRIKE IS MADE
ocratic members of the convention ar
ON TRUJILLO CREEK.
raigned others of the majority.
Mr. Cunniff said
the Democratic
party was committed to the policy Tucumcari Is Excited Over Report of
of checking such usurpation by the
Success of Prospectors 35 Miles
courts. In many instances, he deEast of Town.
clared, the courts have abrogated the
rights of individuals at the behest of
Tucumcari, N. M., Nov. 5. Resispecial vested Interests.
dents in this vicinity and in the
Mr. Cunningham, chairman of the
of Trujilio creek, 35 miles
defended
the east of
judiciary committee,
are greatly excited
Tucumcari,
report, declaring the penalty clause over what
promises to be an oil strike
in the proposition providing tor imof the greatest importance. A very
peachment and removal is too drastic. fine
grade of parafine oil has been
He characterized the entire proposi
tion as retrogression to the dark struck by prospectors from this city,
who have been working the field for
ages.
the last three months. A five inch
deThe proposition was finally
hole has been sunk to the depth of 250
feated by a vote of 18 to 31.
... . Grand Jury Abolished,
feet, oil being found since the depth
A "virtual abolition of the grand of 75 feet was reached.
This hole has
jury system was decided upon by a now been abandoned, on the advice of
vote of 32 to 12 in the final passage experts, and another, a 14 inch, a few
of Delegate Lyuch's proposition. It feet away, begun. This well will be
provides there shall be criminal trials sunk to the depth of 1000 feet, or 1500
only by Indictment or information af- is necessary, in order to thoroughly
ter a hearing before a magistrate, test out the under strata, It
being
but a superior judge is given power greatly
expected that a good flow of
to call a grand jury session.
oil will be found.
Suffragists Had Their Day.
was
in
the
Little
accomplished
The THANKED JURORS
open convention
yesterday.
FOR LIFE SENTENCE.
morning session was brief and the
was equally so,
session
afternoon
partly because there was no business Sergeant D. Manley of the Texas Naready and partly because there was
tional Guard Bayoneted Spectator
to be a public hearing
at three
at Taft Celebration.
o'clock by the committee on elections
of the equal suffrage question and
Dallas, Texas, Nov. 4. Sergeant D.
for this occasion the leading advocates of votes for women had been Manley, of the Texas National Guard,
who stabbed with his bayonet and killbrought from the four corners of ed A.
Tlichenstern, a spectator during
the territory.
The hearing was held in the coun- the visit of President Taft to Dallas,
cil chamber. Chairman Jones of the a year ago, was given a life sentence
committee, after calling it to order, in the penitentiary today. The defendstated that the further proceedings ant showed signs of insanity at the
would be under the direction of Mrs. last trial and as the jurors filed in he
Frances Munds, the head of the Ari- shook their hands and thanked them
zona Women's Suffrage Association. for the life sentence.
At three o'clock the galleries were
All Officers Resign.
well filled and judging from the demNov. 4. As soon as the conDallas,
onstration the audience was largely viction was
announced all the officers
in sympathy with the movement.
of the Thirtieth regiment of the Taxas
Mrs. Munds occupied a place on
Guard, of which Manley was
the platform of the president of the National
a member, resigned.
council surrounded by the scheduled
speakers. She first introduced Mrs.
(
J. A. Hopkins of Miami, Gila county DUCKS ARE PLENTIFUL
BUT QUAIL ARE SCARCE.
who she said was one of the large
number of persons designated by the
census officials as without occupa
Hunters wno have been in the
tion; that is, she was nothing but Organ, the San Andreas and the Black
a housekeeper.
Mrs. Hopkins who is mountain ranges after deer, report
a very young matron read a well that ther are no quail at all in the
the mountain regions this year. Heretoprepared . paper dealing with
equal suffrage question from a gen- fore the birds have
always been very
eral point of view, taking the ground
In all these localities. The
plentiful
that the admission of women to sufdry summer and the lack of grass and
frage would be better for the women, weeds
upon which they can feed seems
better for the men and better for
to be the only logical reason that can
the state.
The next speaker was Dr. Agnes be advanced for their absence from
In the valley all
Wallace, of Prescott, who spoke in the old haunts.
behalf of professional women and around Las Cruces, there are thouwage earners. Both had found them- sands of the game birds the wheat
selves handicapped for lack of the and cane fields furnishing abundant
suffrage and she related the experi- feed. Ducks are more numerous than
ences of herself and others who had usual, which seems to be strange on
been denied public positions
which account of the lack of water.
they were well able to fill because
tbey were without votes and conse SONOMA GIRL WILL
i

;
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HON. WASHINGTON E. LINDSEY
Delegate In the Convention From Portales, Roosevelt County,
Million Dollar Irrigation Project.

and Head of

non-unio-

ap-pl-

Mann, sometimes "Bill" Lorlmer. Delegate Republican State Convention,
Peoria, May, 1900; nominee "Dick"
Yates, elected without his vote. Followed wife to New Mexico that month
account her health. Located Portales
"this world" June that year. General
factotum,
Republican
party boss?
Hallelujah man, that place, . "this
world" till now. President Portales
Irrigation Company million dollar
project and some. Expect to sink or
swim in that, not politics. Delegate
Constitutional Convention,
virtue,
votes, good Republicans, and good
Democrats, Portales "this world" and
Roosevelt county. Such they are, notwithstanding. Wrote it himself.

Washington Ellsworth Lindsey, l.'ni- ted States man, patriot before consent,
born of good folk, in house (log) on
farm, Belmont County, Ohio. Took
sometime to get teeth, legs, etc., as
others.
swam summers;
Fished,
winters, skated on ice, till twelve.
Went to work chores, hoe, scythe,
sheepshears, etc., etc., summers; winters, school, until seventeen. College
at Scio, Harrison County. Migrated,
peripateticked, taught school, etc.,
etc., Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan.
Graduated Law department. University
Commenced
Michigan, June, 1891.
practice law, Chicago, July, that
year. Constituent sometimes "Jim"
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CauseDestructive Tidal Wave Will Not Settle With Em- to Sweep Over Alaskan
ployers Unless Union Is
Coast
Recognized
j

j

SERIOUS

AT

DAMAGE

NOME PEACEFUL OUTLOOK IH GHiGAGQ

Volcanoes Spout E;,-- and Lava No Disorder Occurred This Foreand Islands Appear to Have
noon in the Windy City Two
St. Vitus Dance.
Firms Resume.
e

o

get-awa-

JURY

Nome, Alaska, Nov. 4. A tremendous surf believed to have been caused by terrific volcanic action on the
floor of Behring sea swept the coast
late yesterday driving over the Nome
sandpit and flooding the city. Two
houses and fifteen cabins were lost,
Creat damage was done to shipping
and thousands of dollars worth ot pro- visions were swept out to sea. There
was no loss of life, but ninety dwellers on the sandspit had narrow escapes. Wind accompanied the disturbance. For several months, Mount
Bougoslov and Mount Hsishaldin near
Unamak Pass, have been spouting fire
and lava and the Bougoslov Islands
have been undergoing peculiar contorfrom other points
tions. Reports
along the coast are anxiously awaited.
JOURNALIST

i

j
j

REBEL INSULTS
A

CONFIRMS
BRADY'S STORY.

COL.

It Was a Cuban Kebel Who Blew Up
Maine to Incite United States
to War Against Spain.

Former
State Senator Francis 'Atwater of
this city who was publishing a newspaper at Havana, Cuba, at the time
the Maine was blown up, commenting
on the statement of Colonel
Brady
at Kansas City to the effect that the
ship had been blown up from the outside and that the government knew
the details of the happening years
ago, today affirmed the story. Mr. Atwater says he sent a cablegram to
this country on November 4, 1899, telling of Zalvado's destruction of the
warship, and his accomplices, the information, according to Mr. Atwater
having been given him by a detective
who told him also that Zalvado had
been poisoned and that one of his accomplices stood ready to confess the
full details of the plot. At that time
all the Information obtainable, Mr. Atwater said, was sent to the then secretary of war, but while the letter was
acknowledged, no further notice was
taken of it so far as. Mr. Atwater
Meriden,

Conn.,

Nov.

New York, Nov. 4. The prospects
for the settlement of the express drivers' strike are not so promising as
Union recognition appears
yesterday.
to be the stumbling block. Two companies are refusing to treat with the
strikers as former employes. While
these do not insist upon a "closed
shop" they insist upon the recognition
of the union.
A deadlock therefore
prevails in the peace negotiations.
Quiet in Chicago.
Chicago, Nov. 4. Following a settlement of the garment workers strike
with two firms yesterday the situation
is quiet today and a general settlement is believed to be in sight. No
disorder occurred during the morning.

Commander of Princeton
Threatens to Shoot Valla-derie- s
Full of Holes

4.

knew.
MEMEBER OF MILITIA IN
TROUBLE AT TUCUMCARI.

Frank Perry, a private of Company
L, of the New Mexico National Guard,
was arrested on complaint of Captain
Otto F. Edler, at Tucumcari, and fined
$50 in Justice Winter's court, on the
charge of appropriating certain goods
belonging to the company, the case
cited, being the alleged taking of a
Colt's army revolver, which it is claimed. Perry pawned and afterward sold
to a man In the country.

RIFE

ANARCHY

IN

HONDURAS

Guns Trained Upon Governor's
Residence at Amapala by
Gun Boat.
I

.

j

New Orleans, Nov.

4.

The United

States gunboat Princeton at anchor at
for
Amapala, Honduras, is cleared
action and the guns are trained upon
tli- governor's residence, now occu-- j
pied by General Jose Valladeries, the
leader of the revolt, against the Da-- j
vila government according to a cauie
to the Picayune.
Will Shoot Him Full of Holes.
New Orleans, Nov. 4. Dispatches
state that Valladares yesterday insulted the American consular agent, at
and
Schmuck,
George
Amapala,
threatened to shoot upon his residence. The commander of the Princeton prepared for action and sent the
revolutionary leader word that if any
he would
foreigners are molested
shoot the governor's palace full of
holes. The dispatch advises that
chaos prevails throughout the western portion of Honduras.
May

Arrest Valladares.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 4. The
gunboat Yorktown is due at Amapala,
to relieve the Princeton. In the event
of an attack on foreigners at Amapala,
it is not expected that the Princetown
will find it necessary to shell, but that
instead Commander Hayes probably
will send marines ashore to take Valladares into custody, which probably
will end the revolution.

quently

without

political

influence

which In the appointive officeholder

under the present system takes the
place of efficiency.
Looking Backward.

SOON

RUN

LAST RACE.

Boston, Nov. 4. Sonoma. Girl, the
famous trotting mare, has been retired from the turf by her owner, Miss
Lotta Brabtree of this city. The
mare's last race it is expected will be
at Phoenix, Rrizona. It is understood
that with her retirement, Sonoma
Girl will pass from the ownership of
Miss Brabtree to a leading stock farm.

Perhaps the hit of the day was
made by Mrs. Virgil Parks of Tucson. Her paper was a story well
told, of a conversation supposed to
have taken place in the year of Our
Lord I960 describing the struggle
and success of the women of Arizona fifty years before in securing
recognition in the Arizona constitu- FIVE MEN KILLED
BY GAS EXPLOSION
tional convention.
A little boy of the story having
failed to understand his grandmother
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 4. Five
the relator, who said suffrage had men were killed by a gas explosion In
been granted, as he was leaving to (he mines of the Yolande Coal and
Coke Company, thirty miles south of
here, last night.
(Continued From Page Five.)
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The bidding was spirited, and
DANDRUFF AND ITCH-INthe land brought a price considerably
SCALP YIELD TO
in advance of the appraised value.
Host of the land Is in Saguache counTHIS TREATMENT
WEAR KIDNEY5 &THIN BLOOD ty." Rocky Mountain News.
Why experiment trying to drive the
Held for Illegal Sale of Liquor In dandruff germ from underneath the
Not only is the blood the great
district
court for Sandoval county at skin with greasy lotions or fancy
nourishing source of our systems, but
John Clark was found
when The Capital Pharmacy
equally as important is its work ol Bernalillo,
guilty of selling licpior without a li- will guarantee ZEMO and ZEMO
removing the waste of oxodized tis- cense.
SOAP to entirely rid the scalp of the
sues which have been consumed in
Load of Posts Fell on Him K. A. germ life that causes the trouble.
This waste is
force and bodily heat.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be
filtered out through the kidneys, Olmstead was quite seriously hurt at
When, however, the kidneys become Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, by obtained in any city or town in
weak and unable to perform theii falling from top of a load of posts America and are recognized the best
regular duties, the waste is allowed underneath the wheels of the wagon. and most economical treatment for
to remain in the circulation, soonlThe wheels on one side of the loaded!1" affections of the skin or scalp
forming uric acid which destroys the wagon ran over his body. Xo bones wneiner on infant or grown person.
greater portion of nourishing elements were broken, but he was so badly One shampoo with ZEMO SOAP and
of the blood and leave it weak and bruised that he will be laid up for application of ZEMO will stop itching
and cleanse the scalp of dandruff and
acrid. This imperfect blood deposit.1 some time.
scurf.
Lost Caste With the Socialists
into the different muscles and joints
We invite you to try ZEMO and
the uratic impurity with which it u The Republican majority in the conThen the pains and stitutional convention will be held re- ZEMO SOAP and if not entirely
contaminated.
aches cf Rheumatism commence. Th; sponsible for any defects or jokers satisfied we will refund your money.
gritty formation which uric acid in the constitution that will be sub- causes collects in the joints and pro-- J mitted to the people It is needless to Spanish war veterans. The recomduces the aches and stillness which say that the Republican
delegates mendation was made by Department
always accompany the disease. Like- from Torrance county have lost caste Commander Lynd of Fort Bayard. It
wise the muscles are coated and lose with many of the voters who support- is,, said that the New Mexico
Spanish
their elasticity, while the continual ed them in the election, and if the war veterans played an
important
swellnerves
to
the
irritation
race was to be run over again they part in electing Mr. Jacobi commander-in-cproduces
ing and inflammation of the flesh. would not get more than half the hief
at the recent convention
5. s s. cures votes they got before. Estancia Her held in Denver.
n ald.
Rheumatism
the only way it is
Stopping Slaughter of Game As
possible to over- the first step in their efforts to slop
MARKfcH REPORT
come the disease; the slaughter of game on the private
it cleanses the preserves of the ranch, the owners
MONEY AND METALS.
blood of all uric and managers of the Bell ranch, San
New York, Nov. 4. Call money
acid poison and Miguel county, have caused the arrest
4i
4
per cent; Prime mercantile paStrengthens the of James Rea and Otfo Norm. These
5
per cent; Mexican dollars
kidneys so they men were brought to Las Vegas by per
Sugar 119
are enabled to properly filter out the Constable Max Miller, accompanied 47; Amalgamated 70
Great Northwaste. S. S. S. is not only the best of by C. H. O'Donell. manager of the Atchison ex div. 0,1
New York Central
blood purifiers, but a fine tonic. Book ninth. The men were arraigned in ern pfd. 127
on Rheumatism free to all who write, the court of Justice D. R. Murray, 1131-2- ; Northern Pacific 119; Reading
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga. where they pleaded guilty to
Southern Pacific
118
tres- 154
Pacific 175; Steel SO
on
ranch
the
pfd.
passing
property, with Union
the intention of hunting. They were 11S1-2- .
New
4.
a
Nov.
Lead quiet 410
York,
fine of $50 each and required
given
THF OHO ROUND
to pay costs in the action, which will
4i)0; standard copper steady spot
amount to about $25 each. Word was 12.40?(12.60,; Dec. 1 2.400 12.r,5: silver
received from the ranch that Thomas 55
LURE O' DREAMS.
WOOI. MARKET
Huchanan, George
Ernest
Shelton,
St. Louis. Mo.
Nov 4. Wnnl
(Richard Wightman in "Success Ma- Simpson and a man named Caldwell
had been arrested there by range rid- steady; territorial and western medigazine.')
"Where do you keep your dreams, my ers. A warrant for their arrest was ums !S(fi23
fine mediums 17(??20;
issued by Judge .Murray, upon com- fine 1216.
boy?
Your face is lit, and for very joy
plaint of Mr. O'Donell.
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Your feet are swift in the vale and
Sandoval County District Court AdChicago, III., Nov. 4. Wheat Dec.
lea
journs The Sandoval county district 88
May 94
Tell me, pray, where your dreams may court which has been in session
at
Corn Dec. 47
May 49
Bernalillo county for the past ten
be."
Oats Decfl 31
May 34
A.
on
Abbott
the
days, Judge Ira
Pork Jan. 17.12
May 16.15fi
he bench! adjourned today. In the case
dreams,"
"They are wonderful
17.12.
of the territory vs. Atilano Aragon,
made reply,
Lard Jan. 10.25; May 9.7577
"And I share them not with the passer-- charged with assault with intent to
Ribs Jan. 9.12
May 8.959.72
by.
rape, a verdict of guilty was returned.
Here in my heart I have hid them It was alleged that Aragon made an
LIVESTOCK.
assault upon Amelia Lucero, a seven-teedee);
Kansas City, Mo., Nov, 4. Cattle-Rece- ipts
They bless my waking ;md thread my
year old girl, in September, 1909.
day.

RHEUMATISM

JUST RECEIVED
TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES
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M.

G

Always

g

PROM COLORADO
THSE ARE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCST AND GOOD
KEEPERS

fresh stock ofSolitare Candies in

We will have a

Excellent in Quality.

next week.

Cheap in Price.

inter Grocery Co.
Corner Plaza, Santa

Southern

Telephone No. 40.

Fe.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WE

WITH

JUST RECEIVED

and

For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear. The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

WHITE CAT
Underwear
FOR MEN

are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you

4

New Line Fancy Table Reading Lamps

Sterling Silver and Brass Novelties

Full Line

Comein and See one of the
Finest Displays in the West.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

SELIGMAN BRHS CO.

-

f

Goods

TZwE

4

UP.)

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT
Is the kind you get

7--

f you buy from us,
You wi also get a
1

mm

;.

FRANK F. GORMLEY
TAXIDTRniST TANNER & FURRIER
SPECIMENS OF
HANDSOME

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.

KINDS

ALL

RUGS

AND

ROBES

FROM COYOTE,

MADE

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHOSK

I1:7
Q

SANTA KK, N. M,

A1G

OANON
KOA1)

He raised his face in the late sun's

k

MULLIGAN

RISING

And

PICTURE

FRAmJrtG TASTEFULLY

Wholesale

passer-by-

AND

j

steep,

Rough way and the hunger keen,
And the dry brook-bewhere the
willows lean
Their dead trunks vainly!"
He drove his spade
Deep where the line of the trench
was laid,
And from the swamp, across the hill.
Came the sad, far cry of the
d

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

SALT,
Sale Agents

For

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

L0

nnoT ni. UMh
inn
run
I

III V

UmiVU

I

HACK SERVICE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

HERSCH

SSSI45

satisfaction assured

uxck
cnQttirKi
w
m

i

ZP'L

i

thkodoke
iimb
ju
('(KK

-

PLATED

AND

Baggies and Saddle Horses

UNSUALLY FINE LINE OF GOLD AND

CRUCIFIXES,

CANDLESTICKS,

SILVER

CLOCKS

etc.

jjj

You

V

down-Chene-

345 San

Francisco Street,

H. C.

ASSORTMENT

Y0NTZ

Santa Fe, N.

M.

y

p

RATON
YANKEE

CEEKlLLCb

Lump

ST

......

Men's
(nailed) Ladies' half soles - - - Kubber heels
FIRST CLASS WORK
ha,lf-8ole- a

-

--

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning, and Dye

75c
50c
50c

forks

CL?AN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED N EW MANAGEMENT- EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -

GUARANTEED.

Gentlemen's

KERR'S
Red

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

132

Hats Made New.

0. 0. SHAWGO, Propietor

A T

T'T'V

Is

yUjLlJjll.

Phone 213

Plaza.

For i 9 yeart the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

LIVEiiY STABLE

OUR NEW PITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (cot only
relieve, Dind ruff, falling hair &
other scalp irrijHtions. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

Fine Rigs, Riiiabte Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

BATHS

BATHS

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewlllbegladtocallfor your
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on, you )hirts. without
extra charge.
FHONB RED 122. I HONES RED 122.
-

,

'Phone 9

RATES

RIGHT.

j

j
i

loa

Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

the thing of greatest importance in medicine. Without it the
fTT A T T"PT
best efforts of the physician fail to produce the proper results.
1
UlJ H I l j
That is the reason for our insistence in getting prescription drugs of finest quality, of tested purity. It is because of our
carefulness in this regard that our label on a prescription is a guarantee of goodness.

ATT

i

SHOE SHOP
E SAN FRANGISCO

Wo

Smithitgr Ccal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
TAEZTfA8.vSf:
Telephone 85
Telephone 85

..

24

nHitunnnt lu,

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

NICK YANNi'S

G. A. R. Meeting A regular meet- ing of Carleton Post G. A. R. will be

,

Screened

j

.

Harrl

AND RETAIL

j

1 .1

IfU,

WHOLESALE

i

: ..
t UKiixy. .
evening November 7.
Turn Am Pinsrfnavinn fh.vM wqC: "tlu
a
8 tbis ls an Important meeting,
filled $10 for breaking the peace and
E. K Ho- Henry McLean $10 for drunkenness, large attendance is desired.
.
i hart, adjutant.
at Albuquerque yesterday.
Tall
Takes
to
Timber
Assistant;
Typhoid at Willard "The little
H. O. Calkins of the Pecos
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hamil- Supervisor
forest will leave Sunday for Califor-- j
ton is quite ill with typhoid fever."
nia where he will spend some weeks
Willard Record.
on a vacation.
He will have an op- Fireman Was Scalded Roy Brown,
to study the "tall timber"
portunity
of
now
who
fir
is
formerly
Willard,
for which Ca.ifornia is famed.
ing on the Santa Fe, had a limb scaldContinues The
argu-- :
Argument
ed by a steam plug blowing out. He
was unable to continue his run and ments in the cases against the Taos
Valley Land Company continue be-- :
returned to Belen.
Judge N. B.
Colorado Sells Its Lands Like Texas fore Judge McFie.
"About 8,000 acres of land were dis- Laughlin finished his argument yesterwill be made by Atposed of at the monthly sale by the day. Arguments
state land board in the capitol yester- - torneys A. A. Jones of Las Vegas, C.
C. Catron, F. C. Wilson of this city
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that and Judge John H. Knaebel of
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the
Change of Program at the Elks'
sense of smell and completely derange ,onient- A Summer Tragedy; The
the whole system when entering it Tout's Remembrance, and A Simple
through the mucous surfaces. Such Mistake. Show at 8 o'clock,
articles should never be used except
Partly Cloudy Yesterday The sun
on prescriptions from reputable phy- - did not have all Its Innings yesterday,
slcians, as the damage they will do but the temperature was neither very
is ten fold to the good you can pos- - high nor
very low for its range was
sibly derive from them. Hall's
35 to 63. The average relative
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. humidity was 44 per cent. The lowest
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.. contains no temperature last
night was 33 degrees
mercury and is taken Internally, act- - wnich was the temperature at 6
a?d hmU" 'lock tni" corning. The forecast of
onL
.
... "b
system.
aEreeabie
to
n 0r
Ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you
some of this dust
h
think
get the genuine. It Is taken internal- - shonld be
put
ly and made In Toledo, Ohio, by P. J.
& Co.
Santa Fe Honored An honor has
Testimonials free.
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per come to Santa Fe in the recommen-bottle- .
dation of one of Its citizens, William
on the staff
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - Griffin, for
Jacobi of the
of Commander-in-Chie- f
pption.

14.

-

i

LUTt

CUT GLASS AND HAND PAINTED CHINA
At Popular Prices
HANDBAGS, COMPLETE

JS

Phone

Ho.

"
1auve
Love Horse Racing? If so, weiut$4.355.40;
yearlings
see the Tout's Remembrance at the $2.6504.30;
dambs native $4.75 6.65; western
'Elks' tonight.
Train From East Late Santa Fe $4.7506.65.
train No. 3 from the east was several
hours late today owing to a heavy
storm in Kansas and Colorado.
Do

Ca-;fro-

A, NEW

IS

-

Kv Prop

f
equally well;
j
Come in snd let us point out to ycu the
superiorly of the Coles.
wood

Chicago, 111., Nov. 4. Cattle Receipts 3,000; market weak. Beeves
$4.5007.65; steers $3.3505.75; western steers $4.1006.85; stockers and
leeuera $.iui.ao.ou; cuw auu ucucia
$2.2506.50; calves $7.60010.25.
Sheep
Receipts 10,000; market

f

POTATOES and

EES! 45

Denver, Colo., Nov. 4. The
forecast is partly cloudy weath- er with local rain or snow to- night. Saturday partly cloudy
and colder.

the

1

&

Retail

.

he

Here in my heart I hid them deep
As men hide rubies, but, oh,
the J

PA LAOS,

Oar line is composcU oi the cukb.raud
(Coles. Hoi Blast) which burns ccal or

1.20.

"They were wonderful dreams,"
made reply,
"And I shared them not with

IOC

RED

MINOR CITY TOPICS

took his cap from the graying

hair.

Funeral Directors &
Licansed Embalmers
DAMEHT 130

glare

than anynther make
on the market.

south-

600

2500, Including

erns; market steady. Native steers
$5.007.50;; southern steers $4.00P
0.25; southern cows $2.7504.50; native cows and heifers $2.G06.25;
stockers and feeders $3.505.50; bulls
$3.254.50; calves $4.008.00; western steers $4.005.75; western cows
$2.755.00.
Hogs
Receipts 4,000; market 10
cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.958.45:
heavy $7.958.15; packers and butchers $S.158.45; light $8.3008.50.
Sheep
Reecipts 3,000; market
Muttons $3.75 4. 50; lambs
steady.
$4.25 6. 75; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.905.00; fed western ewes $3.25

!

WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.

BLA.UK.

"Xavajo Bill," a Navajo Indian, was
but I must not arraigned yesterday afternoon on an
tell
indictment charging assault with inThey are wonderful dreams and serve tent to rape. After hearing the evime well "
dence presented on behalf of the territory, the court held that it was hot
"Where are your dreams?" His face sufficient to convict. A charge of aswas tense
sault upon a house was substituted for
With the toil of years, and the wage- - that of assault with intend to rape,
man's pence
and the Xavajo pleaded guilty. He
Was hung where the weary day grew was sentenced to pay a fine of $35
,
and costs. In the case of the Terridim;
"Where are your dreams?" I asked tory vs. J. J. Sheridan, an argument
of him.
was made for a change of venue.
sleep
With golden strans

heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more heat
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who paid their governors less than the political friends out of the peniten- - at any time on motion of a minority
sums recommended by the majority. tiary if they commit a crime against acting on impulse and disrtgardful of
!
Mr. Hudspeth's consequences.
the commonwealth.
Workmen Worthy of Their Hire.
Santa Fe People Can Tell You Why
Hie proposition to "recall" judges
H. O. Bursum maintained that the motion was voted down and the con-- !
It Is So.
at
any time during their term tends
forenoon
to
vention
fixed
Friday
the
Doan's Kidney Pills cure the cause
adjourned
by
majority
compensations
destroy the Independence of the
of disease, and that Is why the cures
are modest and reasonable. "If you at ten o'clock after adopting the ar-.- "
are always lasting.
This remedy
cut down the salaries to a point where rirle nn ovntlv deoartment as re- - Judiciary, and unless one is willing to
that our whole American govthe honor must pay for the service, ported from the committee of the admit
strengthens and tones up the kidneys,
"
ernmental
system is wrong, such a
the
whole.
can
ot
to
theni
rich
out
drive
to
body Constitutional Conve n t i o n then only the
hold
afford,
helping
must be vigorously combat-tendency
backthe liquid poisons that cause
office," he said. The salaries recomU.
Kl Paso Herald.
Comes to Agreement on ' mended are only such as correspondache, headache and distressing kidney
CONVENTION SPARKS.
reand urinary complaints. Santa Fe peoof
are
not
officers
the
"Mr. Connelly, of Cochise, is
territory
ing
Executive Department
A Representative Body of Men.
ple testify to permanent cures.
ceiving and which were fixed when lacking In gallantry. H Ms ideas
A glaQf.e
over the congLitutionai
Jose Ortis y Baca, Alto St, Santa
the price of living was not as high as of letting the women vote on an equal tcnvention ghows an
asS(mbly of men
with
now.
In
out.
the
carried
are
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procur- WISHES OF
governor
now,
fact,
PREVAIL
suffrage amendment
0f winch any state would be proud.
ed Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
allowances, draws $9,000 a year; the Mr. Connelly will some time be gov-- j Undoubtedly
the various counties
for pains in my back which had
secretary of the state is to receive $2,- - ernor of Arizona unless women are chose well when they selected their
troubled me for three years. Doan's
less than the territorial capable of ingratitude." Tucson Ciu- delegates to this important gathering.
Attempts of Minority to Break ino a year The
Kidney Pills brought prompt relief
attorney general now zen.
secretary.
By this statement we meant no disSolid Wall Again Prove
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
receives $5im more than he would unto the candidates who
paragement
In
Futile.
their favor. Now,
public statement
der the state. There are but two alWe are sure if
check put on were unsuccessful.
a
be
there
'Tnless
after two and a half years have passternatives. New Mexico must pay sal- some of the radicals in the constitu- the defeated ones had been the suced, I gladly confirm every word of that
ones the convention would be
did aries sufficient to enable its officer tional convention there will be
The constitutional convention
danger cessful
testimonal. I can add that I have not adjourn last evening until It had to live decently or else elect only rich of
If all the propo- just as representative of the brains
statehood.
losing
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving finally disposed of the
The
'" '
l"c lc,,,,u"
"
important ar- men to office unless it be understood eirlnne wWl. have been siihtn tied to
them a more thorough trial and have ticle on executive
d
one that they should make something on the convention find their way into the lorrance county delegation are
department,
received great relief. I konw that which invited considerable controver- the side. He demonstrated that in
among the hardest and most
of
Arizona
conscientious workers in the conventhis remedy is a sure cure for back- sy but finally went through as it had private life, men employed in equally constitution the people that
it is
will most likely decide
ache and kidney complaint"
been agreed upon in the Republican responsible positions command high- better to remain as a territory than tion and are always on the job. Anwho is winning lauother
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 conference. The debate was
desultory, er salaries. He proved that the recom- to place their necks under the yoke rels forgentleman
cents. Foster-Milburhimself as an active and proCo., Buffalo,
crethe
of
for
the
mendation
now
technical
minority
and
and
then
Bisbee Daily Review. gressive member of the convention is
of socialism."
New York, sole agents for the United partly
naming up into real interest or pro- ation of a secretary of internal affairs
John Becker of Valencia county.
States.
vehement oratory. The New to have supervision of civil service,
Willard Record.
The New Mexico Politician.
Remember the name Doan's and voking
Mexican yesterday followed the dis- agricultural, animal industry, labor
"It is about as impossible for a New
take no other.
comboards
and
and
to
cussion up
mining bureaus,
and including the adopto do right as It is
Mexico
Progressive Journalism.
missioners would cost the state at for the politician
tion of Section 16.
The Santa Fe New Mexican has a
sun to shine at night," says
He said it would be the
If you want anything on earth try
Section 17, upon motion of Charles least $75,000.
appearance since the
Deming Headlight. If Editor metropolitan
nice to furnish seed for the farmers,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Shakespeare cares to journey into the convention has been in session. Its
Springer and H. M. Dougherty was to
to
and
stations
out
lay
experiment
north some 40 or 50 degrees of lati- daily columns are word pictures of
amended so as to empower the gov-- 1
but
tude, he will find a spot where th? the convention and its work. It cerernor to call for sworn reports from possess all these other things
At sun shines at
night, and it is barely tainly has an able staff ot writers, lostate officials and state institutions New Mexico cannot afford them.
present they would mean extravagance possible that he may find there also a cal and editorial, and its admirable
at any time.
and a grievous burden upon the tax- politician to suit him it is doubtful convention work will long be rememThe last proviso of Section 19 was
if one can be located in the temper- bered by the newspaper fraternity of
payer.
stricken out upon motion of H. O. Bur-surwas rejected by ate zone, in the same issue of his the territory. We are glad to see the
The
report
minority
and A. H. Hudspeth. The proviso
paper, referring to chickens, this pro- New Mexican exhibiting such keen
a vote of 61.
provided for the insertion in the seal
editor says: "It is unwise to journalistic enterprise because it is
gressive
A. A. Sedillo offered an amendment
of the state of the year in which the
spend money for improved breeds and published in a town that sits on a
Section
of
22,
the
wording
changing
constitution was adopted.
then give them such poor cure that mountain throne that overlooks an
which was agreed to ana Section 2?
Section No. 21, upon motion of H.
they cannot do well." Maybe that's imperial valley which will offer her
was adopted as amended.
what ails his politicians. El Paso every agricultural delicacy in profuO. Bursum was stricken out. It proSection 23 was stricken out as sur- Herald.
sion in a few years. What helps Sanvided that the superintendent of pubta Fe helps the Estancia valley and
plusage.
lic Instruction shall be
Section 24 was slightly amended and
With New Mexico's constitution as- nothing Is so conducive to the upstate librarian.
then adopted.
serting that the strip of land between building of a community than a newsOfficial Salaries.
Texas and this territory belongs to paper conducted on broad and liberal
Commissioner.
Service
,
Civil
Section 22, which provided for the
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
25 to New Mexico, what would huppeu were plans. Here is a wish: May the conoffered
Section
D.
Tittman
E.
salaries of the state officials was opDRIVING THRU
for the creation of a state civil Texas to adopt an amendment to her vention place the capital flag in a
posed by the Democrats who desired provide
l
THE COUNTRY
same claim? permanent staff on the beautiful
service
commissioner, and Section 26 constitution making the
It's the best route back to nature, to reduce the compensation for goverShould Texas dispute New Mexico's
building at Santa Fe. Willard
detail
in
the
for
powers
and will Imbue new life into your nor from $5000 to $4000 a year; sec- providing or such commissoner. In a action what would be the result to Record.
wearied mind. The most pleasure retary of state, auditor, treasurer, su- and duties
New Mexico's
in which he refer- the constitution were
burst of
will be obtained by driving the
a constiHealth Insurance.
perintendent of public instruction red to eloquence
which pretensions rejected. Can
from
Rivers"
"Three
the
STYLISH LIVERY
In one of the
from $3000 to $2300 a year; attorney
tution become unconstitutional?"
drought years
Tittman
wisdom
flows,
We can furnish you. Our horses are general from $4000 to $3500 a year; Republican
from which Kansas used to suffer,
Rock Island Tribune.
all equal to the trip and our car- and to increase the salary of the tried to show that the creation of a
If the people are to be a check upon1 Aunt Tina, an admirable old lady of
civil service board would save the any action of the
riages ride with ease and grace.
commissioner of public lands from
legislature, wny Teutonic extract, kept writing back
Don't forget to secure your rig
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(Continued on Page Six.)
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FOR SALE OR RENT;

Sf- stitution and not a
Traveling Auditor Charles
BllbS(H,ur.,n amende!"" intent.
It'll
fvrilliifi ni uao
rvn nffirial hiiRinpfiS,
He Heard From Home.
B. F. Pankey delegate to the const
that wag Rot ;iH thfU was
.m u.
tutionai convenuou
neard ot eqllal suffrage yesterday.
known rancher, will ship ten carloads M. Collnenv 0f Cochise had heard
ranen
at
of lambs Saturday to his
something earlier in the day. Wafted
- - Bonanza, Kan.
:0r. electric wings from dear old Co- to
Miss Saxe, the well known general chise there came to him messages of! worth whilt for the convention
eooovtarv nf the Y W C. A. and who disapproval of a recent proposition incur the expense of such publica
addressed the Woman's Board of introduced by him, requiring the first tion unless some other expense could
if the conTrade in this city, is seriously ill in state legislature to submit an amend-S- - be eliminated. However,
ment to the constitution, to all citi- vention desired to proceed in the
at
Albuquersanitarium
Joseph's
would be
zens of the territory without dis- - matter, the publication
.
'crimination as to sex. a proiiosition made at fifty cents an inch for each
,
vuiuam u. nuag,
of insertion.
hi(.h (he 8tI,nlring constituency
..
structor in aB...:u..u.c, aConnelly rega
The Arizona Gazette submitted a
equivalent
whom
of
both
S. Rawles, fores guard
woman
cents an inch.
bid of twenty-fivnave ueen empioyeu m
l......- The sentiments-otsome of them! The Voice of the People took occa- v,
reRervaHlovp
...
Cnniq
un me
, ,
.,
.... Olll tIU OclJ., Ih.,t
..,
111
lilt: 1.11 !U. UlfS Lllt. :,,.
luai ll. cJ iiiuij'iijuviii
ot,,q in finntn Fe this week. the!were HlUVfrU
and would not submit a bid. It did
letters:
r
serv-onight
term's
the
latter having finished
not want to be put undor any
Douglas .Nov.
ice for 1910. They report the reserva- Hon. Mr.
to the members. It wanted to
Connelly, Phoemx. An.
good . condition, some hunting'
tion in
our constituents of Cochise coun- be left in a position to "say what
v,
,
Tniii.iTia who
rf v
uunc
HOW ueing
uj
damn pleases about the convennre alone, entitled to hunt thereon, ty thank you for the introduction of jit

Residence property with all modern,
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

WATSON & COMPANY
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Surety Bonds

Insurance
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Wholesale & Petail
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Chiltirens Drosses Cloaks
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MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DREJJE
FOR THE LITTLE MISSES WHICH RIVAL THOE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
PERFECTION OT 5TYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED

e

,.....

sti-vic-

The mercury shows that the winter is nigh
and now is the time to get those warm pillows of which we have a large assortment.
Also quilts to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. We have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s'ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other
material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.
EXPERT EMBALMERS
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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SIZES

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO

VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

"irn
11:111,

wl inn
.uu ntt,,.r,
anu
uinti
"Lowell, Ariz., Xov. 2.
Whenever yon want an easy shave
'
over me.
ASKorid as bartii-rFrom
(Continued
Pat Connelly, Phoenix, Ariz., Consti-- I .lust
Page One.)
call on me at my sntoi.
tutionai Convention.
At morn or eve or busr noon
'II
the hair with uraee
and
"Go to England and tie up with
in purgatory. No, replied the grand-gI'll suit itie itontour of your face,
to bed, asked if he should pray Lady Warwick, Maxim Gorky and
My razor shui-- arid scissors keen.
Myhtpts neat anil towelsnre clean
for the souls of the "constitutioners" Emma Goldman. On your return
And everytlilinr I think you'll find
o suit the tast hikI please the mind.
suffrage from your idiotic efforts in the con-mother, they had granted
and had gone io heaven,. escaping vention we will give you a banquet
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
and present you with an improved 1911
even the smell of purgatory-Another speaker was Ernest
h. model Hobble Skirt and a Peach
Liebel of the labor partv and assist-- : Basket hat. When you run for the,
ant editor of the Voice of the Peo first state legislature, kindly see us
nrstO. K. BARBER SHOP
pie. Mr. Liebel presented his prayer
"H- Jennings and the Bunch."
for the emancipation of women in
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
Mr- Connelly's constituents had the
the form of a more or less imperious demand and in conclusion he in-- consideration to prepay the charges
the foregoing messages which!
timated that it would be to the
un-- j
vantage of the political future of the!wer,e Presented to the convention
tne head of "communications"!
r
delegates to admit the women to
fraee. It was coming anyway and ana wpre rererrea to me appropriate
those who contributed to its delay committee on militia and public deMr. Connelly was suffering
would find themselves stranded po- fense.
yesterday from an attack of lumbago.
litical hulks.
He had it. however, before the receipt
The Unpresented Taxpayer.
of the messages so that there is no
MrsTlSugeneBrady O'Neill who de- relation between the two afflictions.
scribed herself as a Hassayamper,
The Session Itself.
said that from her earliest recollecVery little time was devoted to the
statetion of the affairs of Arizona,
regular business of the convention,!
It now the
hood had been expected.
greater part of the day being
seemed to be at hand and it was spent In committee meetings.
In the j
important that it should have a good morning the committee on judiciary
women
in
of
with
the
start
the aid
made a favorable
report on Mr. I
building up the new state. Mrs. Lynch's proposition relating to crim-- j
O'Neill spoke from the point of view inal prosecutions.
of the taxpayer who is forced to conTHE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
In the afternoon a resolution by
tribute to the support of public in- the northern bar association was preknow nis Duslness thoroughly
stitutions without a voice as to the sented by Mr. Goldwater and was
extent of her contribution or as to ferred without being read. Reports when putting up a prescription
the manner in which her contribu- were received from several commitA COMPETENT
PHARMACIST
tion should be expended.
tees and much of .the business was
Alluding to the excuse which she ordered for, the "committee of the
puts up our prescriptions.
said she had heard, that President whole and will be taken up today.
Taft might not approve a constituThe printing committee which had 'The ingredients are full strength,
tion containing an equal suffrage been authorized to secure bids from fresh, and of the best standard
provision, she said that excuse was the various newspapers for publish- makes. In case of sickness you make
worn thread bare. She had observed ing the propositions as they are fin- no mistake In
having your prescrip
that whenever a delegate had been ally adopted made a report.- - The resoasked to favor some provisions con- lution giving this direction to the tions put up by us.
cerning which he was lukewarm or committee had been "amended In the
worse, he immediately hid behind the way of a joke requiring the newshard heartedness of President Taft. papers to make with their bids a
j Mrs. O'Neill
quoted from utterances of statement regarding their circulations.
the President In favor of votes for
Communications were received from
three papers. The Republican manj women.
& Co.
. An excellent
paper was read by agement hardly believed that It was Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
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Santa Fs Trail Curio Company
WE HAVE

A

FEW

MORE

OUTLINE

MAVAJ0

RUGS

I

'1

i

THAT WE AREGL0SING OUT TO MAKE

FOR

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT'S

OUR NEW STOCK.

Baskets

Blankets

Curios

AND THE MOST

-

New

E'hz,

Maragement

14,

$14.00

To

UP-TO-D-

BE

SEEN.

-

S. E. Corner of

ELA-

SPLENDID VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
STYLES IN MANY FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2. 25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE
2 To 14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
AND GIRLS IN ALL THE, LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW

.

J

bum.

AND REFERENDUM.

6 TO

PRICES FROM $1.50 To

j

INITIATIVE

are

IN OUR .SHOWING.
SOME
BORATE OTHERS PLIAN.

es- "" ""-game being somewhat plentiful,
on
tnrVev
Forest fires 00n)e back to Cochise county.
,..n
to be shot. We are very sorry
FIRST CHINESE PARLIAMENT
have been carefully guarded against ought
'
"
"
11
V
TO BE CONVENED IN 1913.
the past season, and the Indians have The
V.
Y
Oil
Democrats That Supported
,
-of..i
with their crons:
'Bisbee, Xov. 2.
there have been a great many visitors nn T.t s...,,,n., r.iTi.
.ttnnnl
Pekin, Nov. 4. An official decree
"luuu'u
to the Puye cliffs, interest in whicn
.
vention, Phoenix, Ariz.
was issued today announcing that the'
o00a vOBriv Mr. Tloae returned
.
. ,
Your supporter
in Bisbee arei,
ci
to the canon yesterday.
iamr:ii Lt 111c 11101 tu uic
Hiirtrl Itxi
proud of your nerve in the matter of
.
Tl'tll
T
T.,
the introduction of the Woman Suf-- j history 01 cmna will be convened In
leave New York tor banca re on uuu
jfrage proposition. Move up to Apachej 1013.
day.
county and stay there. You are a

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

ij.,it

- i

1
1

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

suf-lde-

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
75 00 per acre, under cultivation
under ditch, 840 00 toJ m...rt
nn
a, me rtrt
xueae arc
and higniy improved, aou.uu 10 sua uu per aui. rrl
ideal homes ready for you.

.....

.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
We are prepared to locate settlers on

iANOHES,

RANCHES,
LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

ernment land. We have irrlftatlon enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
Invited tocorreapond with us.

LAHulS
AND
SMALL

IF YOU MEED ANYTHING

It

NEW

MEXICO,

LET US HEIR FROM YOU,

To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,

WE ENDEAVOR

!

legal Papers
Renis

&

Do Dot delay unr.il after tht fire
NOW is tin TIME to take out
that INSURANCE POLTCY.
SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

REALTY

ft INSURANCE

AGENCY.

THE CAPITAL

"

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room ly Catron Block SanUFe,' N , M Tel Black
:

.

SANTA

-

Collections.

76

PHARMACY

j

OURS

Telephone Red IS mi have
your orders delivered

Hm JollowiBg are suggested to fte thirsty as something
eool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

j

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters

SOFT

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

All drinks mule from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

ii i iniiiiiiiin imiiiniininiiiiuiiiniimiiiiiiini

I

CLARENDON
GARDfcN
.

R V.BOYLK

CUREftDON

Mgr.

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID K(j8 every flay
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyaiidotten. Ulik'ken
are yarded In the orchard under the tree and fed on clean wbplpsome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis inrmi nor Ptomaine polsonlnKt
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

I

and

24 Hour Electric Service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents
Santa Fe Water

Tn.HT

Gall ?hniSin Operation
AND

Light Company

mmininiininm

mmndS
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Union stands for the prohibition of
the liquor traffic now and forever. The
curse is in the thing sold, and license
be it ever so high of low does not
prevent the selling. Neither does it
prevent the evils arising from the
drink habit. The presistence of temperance workers has brought about
the change of attitude toward, not
only the abuse, but the use of alcohol.
The question is not only being studied
by temperance people, but has attracted the attention of the scientific, medical and business world.
The W. C. T. V. does not seek to coerce but to convince. While we concede the utmost freedom of opinion
to others, we claim the same courtesy.
We believe, we are advocating right
principles, according to light received
and that our eyes will be opened to
greater truths In the future, concern
ing temperance and purity of life.
That giant evil, the liquor traffic, has
entered every relation of life and taken from us our fairest and best One
stands appalled at the devastation and
havoc, it has created.
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NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

(Keail Down)
p in

Company

Railway

l.r

HOTEL ARRIVALS

tlilfux with K. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and'South.:
iOj'iwts iu
4Stiie 'or Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
X- - for ifillz
ihtlitjwn. X. M.. at 9:00 a. m, dally except
SUM lew 17 te Park.
iu
Suu'Hvh. r ire i 00 oatj way $a.oo rounu iriv; iuij iwuuu uiiKtAo
for the south at U;ll
I'm M lnm. N.
U, & S. train lmv'
South at 4;38 a. m.

Palace.
J. T). Hollowell, Winona ; Joseph
Gray, Denver; Mark Bengent, ChicaWillard
go; A. Read, Farmington;
Barrows, Chicago; A. F. Joseph, Ojo
Caliente; J. S. Sllmerton, Aztec; William A. Lamb, Denver; Lee Heinhardt,
St. Louis;
Joseph Wertheim, St
Louis; F. J. Paradici, Denver; R. R.
Miss Clements,
Larkin, Las Vegas;
Jemez; A. H. Crawford, A. B. Frenzel,
Denver.
Claire.
J. T. Leeds, Albuquerque; Frank
Munez, Chicago; J. K. Law, Spring-field- ;
Fred Homer, J. Lowenthal, St.
Louis; E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque;
F. J. Stebbins, Des Moines.
Gregg.
E. J. Berger, Rochester; J. U. CoopSt.
er, Alamosa;
George Grebber,
Louis.
Coronado.
B. Lloyd, Nova Scotia; S. S. Martinez, Las Vegas; James R. De Motte,
Stanley; N. Koulaska, Roswell; A. C.
de Baca, Cienega; J. M. Aranda,

M--

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. 4 G. M.,

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

.:7T.

rrV'.V
ASK FOR TICKETS
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

East or West

m

BOULDER THREATENED
WITH SMALL POX.

ed

For Hates and full Information arid re

Seven Cases Now, Two of Them
University of Colorado Foot
Ball Players Them.

s
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

I

It is pure.
The very source of Cotlolene inspires confidence in the product.
kitchen
to
human
cottonfield
and
South
from
It comes from the cottonfields of the Sunny
hands never touch the oil from w hich Cottolcne is made.
Being a vegetable product, Cottolcne is pure and just as digestible as the purest
olive oil. You can never be sure of this when using lard, which is simply hog fat
an animal product.
It makes pure,
Cottolene is immeasurably superior to lard from a health standpoint.
digestible, nourishing food, and food which any'stomach can digest.
housewife will use Cottolene in place of lard every time.
The careful, once-post-

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso St Southwestern System
-

LI

a

Com5 from the Land of5uraliine

I

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

4S--

t

EAST OR WEST

'

c

-

r

j

THE FORUM

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo

Because of

the-evi-

j

use the

4.

a threatened epidemic of smallpox
among the students, the University of
Colorado practicall ywas placed under
quarantine and all unnecessary communication with the outside world
forbidden.
John Clarke, star right
guard of the football team, is among
those who are ill and as he attended
classes yesterday the law school has
been closed and the next two football

ally, all with whom it comes in contact, is it any wonder that mothers games cancelled. .
are aroused and want their boys and
There are five other cases in the
l
by total tovn, Although the local health degirls protected from
"' "'""tt"""- partment, after a thorough investigation, has decided there is little real
Coming fenerations.
rrancis nuu uuce iuuuu m. nv.v.c danger, every precaution is being takwith Ms teet swatneu in nanneis auu en to prevent the disease from spreadextended upon a chair and he said: ing and every student will be. vacciWhat is the matter, Howe? "GouC nated before he can return to school
"Gout? What caused it?" "Whisky?
the first of the week:
"I thought you never drank any intox-frobating liquors?" "I don't, but my
If you want anything on earth try
cestors did; and I have to foot the
hill." That was what Oliver Wen- a New Mexican Want Ad.
dell Holmes meant when he said he
could make anything he chose of a
boy, provided he began with

iishes her ability to be independent taken from a Christian Endeavor pa-- ;
of Bull Andrews and his long line of per, which has been enacted in other
able lieutenants wno have been using places.
(Continued from Page Three)
New Mexico for these many days as
Facts That Need No Comment.
Two years ago officials of Baltimore
so far in this matter. It may be a pocket piece,'
be- lOity asked the legislature to give the
"There is a lot of difference
that the result thus far attained rep
license
resents a compromise between the ' tween El Paso becoming a part uf ;city the rignt to cnarge a nignintoxlcatof selling
radicals and the ultra conservatives New Mexico and to New Mexico be-o- for the privilege
liquors.
ing
El
Paso
Paso."
El
of
a
the
part
it may be that it represents
coming
Last year there was great rejoicing
action of an element in the conven- - Times.
among some of the officials and some
tion that constantly has its ears to
of the newspapers when the revenue
the ground and imagines that it hears
the sale of licenses reached a
dithe rumble of the thing known as
dnllars.
rect legislation. In any event proviThis
year the city is building an
is
officers
so
elective
for
sion
many
The Outlook.
addition to the jail and we are informCONVENTION SPARKS.

WHfclN GOING

Colo., Nov.

"Boulder,

"Nature Gift from the Sunny South"

Paso Texas.

at

-

unwise,
(Communicated.)
"Moreover, we notice at least two (Excerpts fromddress of Mrs. S. C. requested to grant he cIty permisslon
theTp.
officers that are not on the elective
&.
Mitter.)
!to emnlov more nohcemen.
fhe year 1909 witnessed the closing As an economical measure then pro- - cies what memory is to the individual.
list that should not be tnere. The
.1 a V
-c
nt
..i.
It recalls old facts.
o.v
attorney general of the state is, in (n saiuujia at uic laic m 4jt onnh
tton
flpRlral)le As a business
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
state-widTo be well born is the chief eleof
the
the
advisor
the
year
louring
legal
last
analysis,
.
probation v":ul'L'lc 11
i
CITY OFFICE IN
ment of victory, in the conflict of life.
nnoputiva in four
This Deing true xne gov l.noma
governor.
matter
from
have considered the
k
",:7.
iilr!i.sn
f iha fiifur r,rr n this
Th
rv,Mi.. We
ernor should be permitted to select
a moral viewpoint, uave ain
for
have
states
their inheritance. Duty
in-ration
Tennessee.
and
Many
of
public
him. The superintendent
.
have .
NEW MEX'CAN BLDG.
Inn-tn tVlJ
i
nrt1 mnro the emotional nature of man,
r3
to
man
struction should be kept entirely out
of
,...
the
responsibility
zone
f.r.nr.tiP
hav
i
h,,,i
i,.,
or
of politics and yet the proposed eleceffect
the
Proved
have
as
cancan,
Mexico
and
New
moraldescend
rv in other states.
,.f physica,
injurious
tive plan by making him
a benediction upon a new race, free
little
the
?nd
one
city
of
boast
county,
dry
touch
in
of their duty to
puts this office more closely
and untrammeled from tne bur(Jens
or itoswell and about 40 small towns
the traffic keeps on, in the even we
with politics than any other state and
be a larger
a. result, of violawould
There
villages.
an
apbe
of
in
Can
favor
it
are
possible,'
tenor
of
its
We
way.
officer.
pointive supreme court, corporation
IL In the early days of our work, the
amber of saloons, if the territorial
L18'"?8
'
and tax commission. We think that it law was thoroughly enforced. Public ' 11(3
one fault found with us. was that we
'mBI,'..
... I
.
.
.1
ii very unwise to elect these officers.
chnnlrt
Btvictlv to ey tO tne SOIUtlOn Ol tue Bieaw mi""'. UIU
l
ttyA
There is no doubt whatever,
"We trust that when final action is business and know conditions.
Not- problem.
ne"me
taken on these matters saner and withstanding the cry one hears con '.that the men engaged in the traffic,
oa"lc
more disinterested counsel will pre- staidly that "Prohibition does not pro- are in the business for the money.
be convinced! difficulty existing then (as now) was
can
world
n
business
the
vail." Las Vegas Optic.
hibit." Kansas seems to be a living
lbs.
is to their interest, ' that we worked 364 days in the year
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred
refutation for there are no saloons that prohibition
to
automobiles
furnished
and
settled at once. to get rid of the saloon and our brothat
be
matter
N.
may
M.,
the
Special
between
Vaughn,
sengers
and she has amended her laws so Thirtv-nin- e
From a Texas Gang Organ.
of
number
commodate
railroad
the
passenger,
corporations have ers on the 3C5th day walked up to the
with
any
Roswell, N. M., connecting
" 'According to the telegraph dis- that there are no whisky drug
have been polls, ballot in hand-a- nd
forgetting
blu.j.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with an;
alcohol
If
Great' manufacturing to represent us, voted to perpetuate
physicians prescribe
the Corpus Christi
nouneu.
8"
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with patches,' says Mexico is
land Railroads
few
claiming a cannot charge for it. No money
New Mexico Central Railroad at Toi Herald: 'New
companies employ none but sober the evil.
Topeka & Sauia Fe Railroad.
of Texas territory. If El prescriplions perhaps. A paper cameslice
comA great Chicago firm has pass- - - Every state recognizes that there
lf.rge
N.
for
M.,
Santa
ranee
a.
arrlv
Fe,
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until tne next general election, or
until the vacancy be filled by election
according to law. ,
Sec. 10. No person shall be eligible
to any county office unless he be a
qualified elector and shall have attained the age of twenty-fivyears,
and shall have resided in the county
three years preceding his election.
Sec. 11. There shall, at the first
election at which county officers are
chosen, and
thereafter, be
elected in each precinct one justice of
the peace and one constable, who
shall each hold his office for a term
of two years; Provided, that in precincts containing five thousand or
more inhabitants the number of justices of the peace and constables may
be increased as provided by law.
Sec. 12. The general assembly
shall provide for the election or appointment of such other county, township, precinct and municipal officers
as public convenience may require;
and their terms of office shall be as
prescribed by law, not in any case to
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of his old friend and cycle or other motor vehicle
by individuals or corporations
sight
New Mining Town at Cap Rock.
a
of
sought
municipal corpora
and have incorporated as much there- for irrigating lands owned by such in porate debts
'
stood still and was to be operated.
he
for
"A number of our citizens called at
companion,
of in our report as was deemed ad- dividuals or corporations, or the in tion.
riddled with bullets from the gun of
Sec. 9. That upon the passing of tne mining camp the first of the week
visable by your committee, and hence dividual members or stockholders of
to pro- the examination as provided for in and were very kindly treated by
even
Villa
without
attempting
return the same to you with the rec- said corporation; provided, that the HOW DR. M'CORMACK'S
tect himself.
Section 7 of this ordinance, the presi- - Messrs. Hopkins and Forester who are
ommendation that they be laid on the same shall not be a source of revenue
LECTURE DOES GOOD.
After committing the crime the dent and secretary of the board or stayinS at the mine and doing some
table indefinitely.
or profit other than that directly de- three bandits fled followed by eight examiners shall furnish Rch annli. Prospecting work while they are waitRespectfully submitted,
rived by each land owner from his New Hampshire Village Was
for the companies' engineer who
Taught
ing
cant
with
a
were
in
of
certificate
rurales.
qualification is
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
intercepted
They
lands so irrigated, shall not be sepaDanger of Leaving Garbage to
expected in from Minneapolis,
Chairman. rately taxed so long as they shall he
their fight by several citizens of El and shall immediately thereafter notiSpread Disease.
Minn., in a few days to look over the
A. A. SED1LLO,
Rancho de la Olla but escaped without fy the city clerk of the issuance of
owned and used exclusively for such
situation, locate the new town of
the loss of a man or even a wound, said license which shall be renewed
Secretary. purposes. All lands of like character,
That Dr j x jlcCormack of
Tinneannli
Vpw lfvicn nyid mnlro
A.
or
small quan- lng Green, Ky., is doing much good by and succeded in eluding the rurales. annually upon the payment of a fee of arranKements for the
JOHN
CANNING,
held in large
development of
GEORGE W. BAKER,
oouars.
titles, shall be assessed at the same the ectureg he is delivering through-valu- e October 13 the rich Tallamantes ranch
mines." The Quay County Times.
jthe
i.uvj
H. O. BURSUM,
all lands and improvements out tne country and one of which will was robbed. The rurales suspected
Sec. 10. That the maximum speed
B,ack
Range The Rincon Valley
CHAS. E. MILLER,
shall be listed separately for taxation. De neard here Friday afternoon and Villa who was lorced to seek the pro- of all automobiles, motorcycles, mo- - Record
says: "Prospectors and capi-to- r
lands
PKRFECTO ESQUIBEL,
of
The plowing
vehicles, and all other vehicles tulists have been coming quietly to
night November 11, is emphasized by tection of friends in Parral. The
W. E. LINDSEY,
shall not be considered an improve- - tne National Eagle of Claremont, New rancher has taken his daughter to within the corporate limits of the city jpnglo and going out to the Black
:
JOHN BECKER,
ment for the purposes of taxation.
ot Santa Fe shall be twelve (12) miles Range section. Rumors of various
Hampshire, which has this to say of Paris.
E. A. MIERA,
Sec. 12. The power to license and the distinguished medical man and his
per hour except that on the streets kinds have been afloat and recently
O. G. MARTINEZ.
tax corporations and corporate prop- BY THE CITY surrounding the plaza the maximum these are verified by reports of rich
ORDINANCE
PASSED
,
sus-.
or
ARTICLE
not
be
relinquished
erty shall
lntereS(ino: because he sneaks
speed shall be eight (8) miles per strikes in some of the well known
COUNCIL.
Taxation and Revenue.
pended by the state or any subdivision th.
enter- hprmmR hp tali
hour
and in rounding corners a utl properties, in the U. S. Treasury,
An ordinance concerning the regu
Section 1. All taxes for the pay thereof; provided, that the legislature talnlngiy Rnd convincingly
with the
San Francisco street they have struck a four foot vein at
passing
ment of the principal 'and interest of may, by general law, exempt new , t Denind his arguments: because lating of automobiles, motorcycles, between through
the plaza and Don Gasnari 'he bottom of a 260 foot shaft which
the county indebtedness assumed by railroads from taxation for not more hp Rtrikps nllf fparlesRiv eYnnsine- sdns and all other vehicles: the licensing
avenue the maximum speed shall be runs over $1,000 to the ton in gold and
the State of New Mexico, pursuant to than six years from and after the dl- - o omisglon and commission, hitting a of chauffeurs, automobiles and other
four (tj miles per hour. No automo- - silver. They have over $600,000 worth
envisions are opened up for business; nead wnerever he sees it; and then motor vehicles.
the terms of an Act of Congress,
r ore blocked out in the mine, and
bile,
motorcycles, or other motor ve--!
titled, "An Act to Enable the Peo- and new sugar factories, smelters, n
hp nil nf kindnpaa nT,d human - Be it ordained by the City Council of hide shall be left
an
approximate estimate ot ?20o.oou m
on
the
standing
ple of New Mexico to Form a Consti- and pumping plants for irrigation pur-itthe City of Santa Fe:
upon the wound he ,g compejled t0
gold and silver on the dump. Recent
with
street
the
running.
engine
tution and State Government and be poses, ror not more umu w
J""" make. His object in exposing faults
Section 1. That It shall he unlawSec. 11. That every automobile, ly they have let the contract for a
Admitted into the Union on an Equal trom ana alter tneir esiauiisumeui..
and showing up the fallacies of hu ful to use or to operate any automoton, capacity mill, the machinery
and every other motor ve- fifty
and
or
per- man Arts ifl not merplv tn oritirtv.a.
Sec. 13. All corporations
Footing with the Original States;
for which is on the road. It is expectbile or other motor vehicle within the motorcyole,
hicle shall be equipped with a horn, ed the mill will
to Enable the People of Arizona to sons in this state, or doing business Dut primarily t0 correct. His lecture
be in operation by
corporate limits of the city of Santa
Form a Constitution and State Gov- therein shall be subject to taxation of oyer tW) hom
covered a fleid as Fe excepting under and by virtue of siren, or whistle? which shall be sound- February,' 1911."
ed when rounding corners or cross
ernment and be Admitted into the for state, county, school municipal or broad and expansive as humanity itPinos Altos A mining deal involvthe authority of a license or permit as
Union on an Equal Footing with the other purposes on the real and person- self. T
ings any street or when passing any ing the, eventual payment of $100,000
hereinafter
provided.
used
or
held
by
vehicle from the rear; every auto- is reported. Los Angeles
Original . States," approved June 20, al property owned,
"The doctor's address was listened
parties, for
Section 2. The owners of any autothat each them within the territorial limits of to wlth nft.nfio and h
1910, shall be so levied
fr(,nient. mobile or automobiles shall pay annu- mobile or other motor vehicle, except whom James O'Hara is superintendent
county shall bear its share of the said the authority levying the tax. .
ly interrnnted with annlanse and
motorcycles, shall be equipped wih have acquired a group of five claims
Sec. 14. The making of profit out laughter for he occasionally disclosed ally a road license for each of such three lights, two In front and one n south of the
indebtedness, principal and interest,
Deep Down east of the
owners
sum
of
vehicles
the
the
$8;
same
the
or
indebtedof public moneys,
using
in the proportion that the
a humorous vein.
rear rear light ted. Motorcycles Golden Giant. The main workings are
motor
motor
of
and
bicycles,
cycles
ness of such county hears to the total for any purposes not authorized by
"It is gratifying that the profes- other conveniences of like nature shall shall be equipped wLh one front light-al- l down 160 feet.
of the indebtedness of the counties of law, by any public officer shall be sions are awakening to the benefits
other vehicles - shall be equipped
pay an annual road license for each
Tho of such
the state so assuming such indebted- deemed a teiony ana snaii ue yumoucu nd roanUs. nf
,ntt
a front light All lights shall be
with
If you want anything on earth try
sum
the
four
dol
of
vehicles
ness; but this provision shall not ap- as provided by law, but part of such power exerted when all work bv'com- - lars and the owner or owners of bicy lighted within forty-fiv- e
4 New Mexican Wan Ad.
aftei
minutes,
be
of
shall
disqualification mon impulse for common good is
punishment
ply to taxes levied for the purpose
cles shall pay annually a road license sunset and until daylight
payment of principal and accrued In- to hold public office; and all public
It has already accomplish- for each bicycle the sum of one dollar.
or
sec. 12. That au automobiles
terest on the bonds Issued by Grant moneys shall be deposited in National ed much, and that principle is applic
Section 3. That all present owners other four wheeled motor vehicles
or
trust
in
or
banks
Banks
validated
companies,
Fe
by
Santa
able
and
Counties,
to communities as well as to pro- shall within ten (10)
days from the shall be equipped with some
the Act of Congress of January 16, incornorated under the lawrs of the fessions. Tlie leaven is working right 1st
of
and all fudevice when the streets are slip1910,
November,
day
to
be
to
interest
draw
applied here ln claremont, where reforms
1897.
state,
ten
owners
within
ture
shall
(10) days pery.
are
same
' Sec" 2.
The rate ot taxation and to the fund from which the
have been made and are being made in
Sec. 13. That none of the provistaxes shall be equal and uniform, and derived In such manner as may be the equipment and" sanitation of our after the receipt of their automobiles,
E
motor
of this act excepting those con- MQRAVE-PRINTor
ions
other
vehicles,
motorcycles,
to
law.
by
all
furschool houses.
prescribed
levied upon
It will be still
property, according
Sec. 15. The legislature may ex ther in evidence when the public sen- and on the 1st day of November of tained in Sections 10, 11 and 12 shall
Its value.
Sec. 3. .The legislature shall , have empt, from taxation to each head, of a timent of the state makes it impossi- each year thereafter file application apply to visiting automobiles, motor
power to provide for the levy and col- family property to the amount or' two ble for a city or town to pollute the with the clerk of ihe city of Santa Fe cycles or. other motor vehicles, or
waters of rivers with public or; pri- for such license, and shall in such owners,, drivers, or chauffers thereof,
lection of license, franchise, gross hundred dollars.
j.
Sec. 16.-- No money shall be drawn vate'-' sewage.
application specify the type (auto- until ten, (10) days after their arrival
revenue, excise, income,;; collateral
mobile, mortorcycle, etc.), kind (gaso- within the city of Santa Fe.
Collection of Garbage.
and direct inheritance, legacy, and from the treasury except in pursuance
Sec. 14. That any person violating
succession taxes; ..also graduated in of specific appropriation made by "The doctor's discourse brought line steam, electric, etc.), and make
come taxes,' graduated collateral and law; and upon the proper warrant; of forcibly ; to mind an "Incident of our (factory name) or. motor vehicle for the provisions of this ordinance, up- on convitcion thereof in the court of JLSJw'IV
CX M:A f.
direct inheritance taxes, graduated the Auditor of tne state drawn ior ia8t town meeting, nen a member of which license is sought, giving-th-

The Famous

the Committee on County
Report
and Municipal Corporations.
Convention Hall, Santa Fe, N. M.,
November, 1910.
To the Honorable Chas. A. Spiess,
President, and Members of the Constitutional Convention, Convention
Hall, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Your committee heretofore appointed for the purpose of drafting the Article entitled "County and Municipal
Corporations" begs leave to submit
the following seventeen sections, and
to respectfully ask that the same be
included and made part of the constii

tution.

DANIEL CASSIDY,
Chairman.
M. L. STERN,

Secretary.
LABADIE,

"

TRANQUILINO
SQUIRE HARTT, Jr.,
FRANCISCO GAUNA,
W. D. MURRAY, ,
CANDELARIO VIGIL,
CHAS. H. KOHN,
JOHN L. HOUSE,
J. B. GILCHRIST,
Members of Committee on County and
Municipal Corporations.
County and Municipal Corporations.
, ... ARTICLE
Section 1. The several counties In
the Territory of New Mexico as they
shall exist at the time of the admission of the said territory as a state,
are hereby declared to be the counties
of the State of New Mexico.
Sec. 2.' No county seat shall be reof the qualimoved unless three-fifth- s
fied electors of said county, voting on
the proposition at a general election
shall vote in favor of such removal,
of all votes cast shall
and three-fifth- s
be required to
the county
seat. The proposition of removal shall
not be submitted in the same county
more than once in eight years.
Sec. 3. No new county shall be established which shall reduce any
county to a population of less than six
thousand nor shall a county be formed

containing a less population than
three thousand, nor shall any new
county be formed unless it contain
within the limits thereof property of
the value of one million dollars, as
shown by the last preceding tax returns, and not then unless the remaining portion of the old county or
counties .shall each contain property
of at least one million, five hundred
thousand dollars of assessable valuation. The location of county seats
in newly created counties shall be determined by a majority vote of the
qualified electors residing within the
boundaries of such newly created
counties, respectively.
Sec. 4. No county shall he divided
or any part stricken therefrom without first submitting the question to a
vote of the people residing in that
territory proposed to.be stricken from
the county, nor unless a majority of
all of the legal voters of said territory voting on the question shall vote
for the same.
Sec. 5. There shall be no territory
stricken from any county unless a
majority of the voters living in such
territory shall petition for such division; and no territory shall be added
to any county without the consent of
the majority of the voters of the county to which it is proposed to be added.
But the portion so stricken off and
added to any county, or formed in
whole or in part to a new county,
shall be holden for, and obliged to
pay its proportion of the indebtedness
of the county from which It has been
taken.

The officers of each county
shall be as follows: Three county
commissioners; one sheriff; one treasurer, who shall also be collector of
one county
taxes; one assessor;
of the proclerk
be
who
shall
clerk,
bate court and also clerk of the board
of county commissioners, and
recorder; one superintendent of
schoqls; one surveyor.
The legislature shall, at its first session, fix the compensation of county
shall not
officers, which compensation
.Sec.

C.

be increased or decreased during
their term of office.
Sec. 7. The counties of the terrinow
tory of New Mexico as they are
divided into commissioners districts,
viz One, two and three, shall remain
so divided in the state of New Mexico, provided, however, that after six
conyears from the adoption of this
stitution the general assembly may,
their
by general law, provide for
' .
At the first general election tar be
held in the state of New Mexico there
comshall he elected three county
missioners in each county of the state
of New Mexico. The commissioner
from the first district shall be elected
for a term of four years from the the-after his election,
flay of
commissioner from the second and
third districts shall be elected for a
term of two years from the
after the said elecday 0f
tion, and at the first congressional
election to be held on ,the
after the said first
day 0f
general election there shall be elected
two county commissioners, one from
the second district for a term of four
years, and one from the third district
for a term of two years, and at .the
second congressional election thereafter there shall be two commissioners elected, one from the third
for a term of four years, and one
from the first district for a term of
two years, and thereafter at each congressional election one ot the county
commissioners successively; beginning
with the county commissioner from
the first commissioner district, shall
be elected for a period of four years.
Sec. 8. All other , county officers
shall be elected for a term of two
years, but snail not hold the same office more than four years out of every
dis-tric- t,

.See. 9. In case of a vacancy occurring in the office of county commis-- :
sioner, the governor shall fill the
'same' by appointment; and In the case
. of a vacancy
In any other county of- fice, or In any precinct office, the
board of rnimtv commissioners shall
fill the same by appointment; and the
person appointed shall nom tne omce
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Phone No. 4.
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Delicious Hot

Host

Prof. Chandler, Colombia

Univ.
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chairman oh agriculture " and
conservation. It was noted that the
"conservation" of good parliamentary
order and decorum was
He looked like, a Bostonian lecturer,
addressing a Philadelphia bar. He remained undisturbed like a sphynx while
listening to the sage brush oratorj
from Delegate Supper on his "epis
ideal

tolary effusion on waste wood." The
dead and fallen timber belongs
to
the Santa Fe Woodchoppers' Union.

It is admitted by all the delegates
Tittman that the
except Delegate
amendment offered for the establishment of a civil service commissioner,
is another one of the beauties that
will materially aid the poor native's
hugely. It reminds the average frara-e- r
of the constitution that in Arizona,
no one except Yale and Harvard and
Washington University men, could
keep up with the procession or follow
the band wagon or find the trail to
the ballot.

Republican

newspaper.
Every delegate was handed a copy
and every delegate sent it home, inscribing it "marked copy."
One of the delegates was caught
looking for stray copies, and we
were assured he found one or two and
he is now carrying a big broad smile
and swinging his cane as a band master.
It is a known fact that Delegate-elec- t
Mabry has wasted considerable shoe
leather trying to locate Harry. Ha
has really stated "Harry is some
writer and he does not care who
knows it." "I am a Democrat and
Harry rapped me hut I enjoyed it."
Delegate Tittman is another of the
"innocent victims," who were caught
by the pages "searching" the Citizen
and the boys say he had not his
trouble for his pains, as he was seen
to wrap something that looked like a
newspaper, lick a stamp and drop it
in a mail box.
Ye New Mexican scribe is glad to
write this because those articles have
been really the cause of charming
comment and good feeling.

Unexpected Adjournment.
The convention this afternoon, unexpectedly, adjourned until Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock, without transacting any business. H. O. Bursum
stated that several of the committees
whose reports had been printed desired to revise them further and that the
report of the committee on state,
indebtedness
county and municipal
may have to be revised and reprinted.
There was a squabble in which J. T.
On conservation.
Delegate Fitch
Mabry and other Democrats, as well
as E. S. Stover objected to adjourn- riseth for information and interroment, but the motion to adjourn car- gates: "Is this convention experiencing another draft of hot air?" Mr. OFFICIAL'S SON ARRESTED
ried by 49 to 33 votes.
Supper sayeth "yes." Brother Bursum
ON CHARGE OF FORGERY.
clinches and accedes in approval.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 4. B. P. Conger,
who says he is the son of United
The Real Stuff.
CONVENTION
SPARKS.
The most sensational dope that has States Forecaster Conger, of Detroit,
come through Lamy junction, and ar- was arrested here by A. E. Carver,
rived in Santa Fe in real formalde- assistant superintendent of the Pink-ertoCONVENTION SPARKS.
agency, and Detectives Conner
hyde form, in antiseptic package
(Contributed by the Minority.)
It is conceded now that Isidoro
wrapped, in "calcium," and handed as and Shirley of the Denver department,
in bounding New Mexico, took naked truth, without "frills" to the charged with being one of a band of
every inch he could except Delegate point and interesting, is the stuff in forgers who have been operating in
Childers "coon trap" and his Demo- the Las Cruces Citizen, a Real Royal the large cities of the country.
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CREAM

Chocolate
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this afternoon. It is one of the most
important articles of the constitution,
on account of the assumption by the
state of county indebtedness, the limi-- j
tation upon indebtedness, the provision of Cougress for the payment of the
railroad bonded indebtedness of Santa
Fe and Grant counties and the Intricacies of municipal indebtedness and
bond issues for public improvements
such as construction of sewers. After
this article is out of the way, the most
important articles remaining to be
passed upon are those upon Judiciary,
taxation, corporations and education.

For making quickly and per
fectly, delicious hot biscuits,
hot breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for

VEGETABLES

i

" am entirely opposed to the use of alum in

Read the Label

BAKERY GOODS,
Fresh Pies, Cakes. Rolls, Buns, Cookies. Bread

Ptoac Sc.

XEW MEXICAN, SAN1A FE, K. U
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OBTAINABLE IN THE CITY

Ar-mij-

Go To
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TM REX ALL STORE
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GRAPES

Fifty Years the Standard

cratic "corkus."

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE BEST

IS NONE TOO

FISCHER DRUG
REXAlL

THE

THE BEST KNOWN AND

commissioner

Minor City Topics
0 .oncinued From Page 2.)

COMPANY
REXALL STORE

MOST

RELIABLE BRANDS OF FOOTWEAR
EVERY LADY WANTS AND
DRESSY

NEEDS

PARTICULARLY

SOMETHING
FOR

EVENING

WEAR.

We Have It
SHOES OF ALL KINDS
TO SUIT EVERYBODY

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE

FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
mi

,

.

,

-

Phone 92

n

GOOD

THE
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It is rumored that Delegate Titt-mais a candidate for civil service

-
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Fine large spring chix. F. Andrews.
Oh, You Sports! A real live horse
race at the Elks' tonight.
Santa Fe Lunch Counter Inside
the saloon, "Our Place." All kinds of
sandwiches and lunches served. P. B.
Bonhannan.
Apples $1.50 to $2 box. F. Andrews.
The Police Often Do Make Mistakes
and in this picture they certainly
See it,
make a very funny mistake.
at the Elks' tonight.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Please order in advance. Phone Black
152. I. M. Astler.
A Horse
Race generally costs 50
and a dollar but the one at the Elks'
tonight costs just 10 and 15 cents.
See it, it's good.
Try White House or Barrington
Hall Cafe 21bs. Too. F. Andrews.
It is Getting Along Toward Thanksgiving time, and Hayward, in his ad.
today, is advising you to get in your
order for your Thanksgiving turkey.
He also calls attention to many good
things to eat which you need every
day.
Nathan Saimon is After the Ladies'
trade and his change of ad calls the
attention of the ladies that likes a
tailor made
snappy and
suit, skirt, cape, or coat. Mr. Salmon
is an expert in knowing how to take
a correct measurement. They have
the largest line of the snappiest samples in market today, to be shown to
the lady dressers. Do not send your
order away while you can do not only
as well as the east, but from 10 to 15
per cent better when you do your
trading at the Big Store.

ECONOMY

IS

$1,000

per.

WATCHWORD.

Delegate Childers was caught trying to invade the secrecy of a Republican conference in convention hall.
tention of depriving settlers of these Spiess detected him. It is said he
had a coon trap in his vest pocket
rights and A. A. Sedillo, J. H. Can-- to "corkus" the majority into his
nlng and others offered amendments trap.
that extend the latitude under which
the commissioner of public lands
After all, it seems to be not how
could formulate regulations for the easy it is to obtain signatures to a
use of timber on the state domain, but petition, but how "uneasy."

D'S

(Continued From Page One.)

after

J. Roberts, James G. Fitch
and H. O. Bursum had declared that
all this solici'Mde and discussion were
merely "hot air.'' an opinion against
which E. S. Stover protested most
vehemently, the matter was passed
over without further action, J. M.
Cunningham retorting to E. S. Stover,
that the delegates were not earning
'heir munificent salary of $4.00 a day
as long as they engaged in this kind

ot

C.

One of the serious and only objections found by universal verdict, on
the Armijo boundary, is that he includes too many Democrats in tlae
Territory added to New Mexico. It
is also said that most of these actually
detest the idea of being in God's country as it is.
Mr. Armijo says: "They are, however, very good people, willing to come
to the mourner's bench, into the amen
corner and join the ranks of Taft.

play.

Jose D. Sena offered an amendment
declaring that all bona fide settlers
Delegate Sterns' turquoise words
within twenty miles of an orchard or 'are considered a "bit of finished Eng
shade trees shall have free access to lish," his jeweled accents a masterthe fruit and to the shade. The con- piece and his cold rheumatic. He
vention saw the point and preceded also insists flatly, that he cannot
to more serious business.
write the whole constitution, unless
C. R. Brice moved to strike out the he be permitted to copy same in
last section of the article which pro- hand on parchment paper, at $l,0Ou
vided for the exemption from taxation per.
of shade trees and fruit trees not in
Joseph Supper, has endearbearing. T. J. Mabry begged to dif- edDelegate
himself to the "fair sex" by his
fer. The amendment was unceremonchivalry. The ugly "sex" at intervals
iously laid on the table by a vote of with his
stereotyped "I for one," is
CI to 15.
handed a miniature lunch, and lunch
The convention adopted the report is lunch and food for an empty stomof the committee of the whole and ad- ach at 4 a. m.
journed until three o'clock this afternoon, to permit a conference of both
Delegate "Segura" who said that
parties on the report of the commit-tee- e his name translated into modern Web-on state, county and municipal in- sterian, without any frills means
debtedness, which is to be taken up j "Secure" and also "safe" made an
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Locking for your interest while you sleep.

ith something new every day
inter is coming
There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer,
But one thing is certain-Win- ter

every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This department has grown 100 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent' of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.

is Coming.

changing. The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to be a
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of bnsiness will shatter
our line of woolens it will sweep the
best sellers aud most popular numbers
off the boards, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY.
You'll do well to anticipate you rneeds
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your
sure to be pleased.
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